C A S E S T U DY

Potential Bankruptcy Averted During
Cash and Credit Crisis
How Platinum led a manufacturer’s quick return to profitability
S I T UAT I O N
A Midwest manufacturer with $45 million in revenue
and employer to more than 200 employees suffered
a severe decline in productivity from a failed
equipment/infrastructure upgrade. Orders were
delayed and key customers moved production to
alternate suppliers. Cash flow suffered while the
company posted significant and recurring losses. The
company spoke with bankruptcy counsel to begin
a court-supervised reorganization. Platinum Group
was asked by the company’s community bank to help
the company to get back on a profitable track. The
company needed a turnaround.

CHALLENGES

RESPONSE

• Citing covenant violations and eroding financial
performance, the local bank placed the company
in default and called an end to the relationship. The
company was forced to seek a new line of credit.

Platinum was called upon to assume a leadership role,
stepping in as interim CFO and taking quick, corrective
actions. A new financial structure was put in place,
giving the company breathing room. Serving as a
liaison to trade creditors, Platinum negotiated interim
sourcing agreements, which allowed the company to
obtain production materials while only paying for new
value. With the cash velocity of the business enhanced,
on-time delivery performance steadily improved.

• Late payments to creditors resulted in chronic
shortages, disrupting the plant order flow and
productivity, and further exacerbated an already late
delivery schedule.
• The financial structure with multiple banks with
diverse interests was cumbersome and difficult for
the company to manage.

R E S U LT S – Platinum managed the financial side of the business during a very trying time and negotiated
restructured credit facilities, which created additional working capital as the company expanded its footprint as a
market leader. Within 18 months of Platinum’s involvement, customers came back, revenues grew by $10MM and
EBITDA grew from a negative $1.00mm to a positive $6.5mm.
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